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In a previous paper we intro-
duced the mean concentration func-
tion" ** %tfT of a distribution
function pc^o as follows:

This Lemma is known 1)

where P ( χ ) is the symmetrized
distr ibution function of f<*) ,
i . e . ^ / -

pcx) =. f<

And we showed that this function
Ϋ
F
 it) had almostly analogous

properties with'P.Levy's maximal
concentration function

 3 )
 . In

the following lines by the disper-
sion Dpίocj of Ft*) for proba-
bility o< we shall mean the in-
verse function of <#= %Ct)
The dispersion is known to serve
for the variance, specially in the
case of infinite variance. But
it is seemed to be unknown the re-
lation between the dispersion and
the variance of suns of indepen-
dent random variables each having
finite variance.

The object of this paper is to
note the following theorem,

Theorem. Let X-i , X-z ,
*.., X,v , ... h& & sequence Q£
independent random variables each
having finite variance α̂

2
- and

distribution function E
 C
JC> &nd

put
(l) i£*= βjVβi*f +<£

Then it is necessary and sufficient
condition £sr the existence .of con-
stants K , K' such as

are uniformly bounded for ΊL «l, A,

For the proof, we need the fol-
lowing Lemmas

Lemma 1. Let { F*^ •• fU<*> }
be an arbitrary set of distribution
functions and let { ίtct), - - f^cti}
be the set ji£ corresponding charac-
ter i s t ic function^. Then £Γ there
exist S >o , £>>0 and -γ >o
such as for o ί t ^ T

we have £

only on T and
from D , n and

and independent

be theLemma 2. J^t K
dispersion of Pj. • - - - Xfi£
ex U/f< «< i)

 f
 then we have

a constant C _independent from
such as

Proof. Denote by f^lt) the
characteristic function of E(xy

we consider for |

By the definition of dispersion,
we see n.

Hence for J/̂ L < o< <; 1.
have

we

Therefore applying Lemma 1 we have
a constant C such as

ex;

Proof of Theorem. The condition
is necessary. It is evident* By
partial integration, we have
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By Tchebychev's inequality.

Hence

JZ z\

ί f Λ

+ (1 -

Therefore from Lemma 2, we have a
constant C' independent from n.

( i -

72 = L, Zt3, •• '

The condition is sufficient.
Ey partial integration

J
J z*dZi

Hence by (3) and (4) we see that
for 3/^ < oc < i ig/cίcoo are
uniformly upper bounded for -n «

On the other hand as

— OC — Φ*~ΛF

Hence

ΎL f _

Letting

/

ι

, we have

=1 I

we see v̂ . / £>̂  < σ< > are uni-
formly lower bounded for -n^itz/

Remark. As we notice from the
above proof, the necessary and
sufficient condition in Theorem
may be replaced with the condition
that

1 f

are uniformly bounded for 7t=r

0^
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